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Carbon dioxide consumption by silicate mineral weathering and the subsequent precipitation of carbonate sediments sequesters CO2 over geologic timescales. The rate
of this carbon sequestration is coupled to rates of continental erosion, which exposes
fresh minerals to weathering. Steep mountain landscapes represent a small fraction
of continental surfaces but contribute disproportionately to global erosion rates. However, the relative contributions of Earth’s much vaster, but more slowly eroding, plains
and hills remain the subject of debate. Recently, Willenbring et al. (2013) analyzed
a compilation of denudation rates and topographic gradients and concluded that lowgradient regions dominate global denudation fluxes and silicate weathering rates. Here,
we show that Willenbring et al. (2003) topographic and statistical analyses were subject to methodological errors that affected their conclusions. We correct these errors,
and reanalyze their denudation rate and topographic data. In contrast to the results of
Willenbring et al. (2013), we find that the denudation flux from the steepest 10 % of
continental topography nearly equals the flux from the other 90 % of the continental
surface combined. This new analysis implies global denudation fluxes of ∼ 23 Gt yr−1 ,
roughly five times the value reported in Willenbring et al. (2013) and closer to previous
estimates found elsewhere in the literature. Although low-gradient landscapes make up
a small proportion of the global fluxes, they remain important because of the human
reliance, and impact, on these vast areas.
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Over timescales longer than ∼ 100 000 yr, CO2 levels in the atmosphere, hydrosphere,
and biosphere are regulated by the balance between CO2 production by volcanism
and metamorphic decarbonation reactions in collisional orogens, and CO2 consumption by chemical weathering of silicate minerals and the subsequent precipitation of
carbonate sediments (e.g., Chamberlin, 1898; Walker et al., 1981; Berner et al., 1983).
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The long-term stability of atmospheric CO2 (and thus global climate) is determined by
the strength of the negative feedback between atmospheric CO2 and mineral weathering rates (Berner and Caldeira, 1997). To the extent that CO2 sequestration by mineral weathering depends on the supply of weatherable minerals that become exposed
through erosion (Riebe et al., 2001; West et al., 2005), erosional processes play a key
role in the negative feedback between atmospheric CO2 and mineral weathering rates,
and tectonically or climatically driven variations in erosion rates can potentially lead to
global cooling (e.g., Molnar and England, 1990; Raymo and Ruddiman, 1992).
The potentially pivotal role of physical erosion and chemical weathering in the global
climate system has spurred intense interest in estimating global rates of erosion
and weathering, and determining what controls them. A recurring theme in weathering studies is the importance of rapid erosion in steep mountain regions. All else
equal, erosion rates increase nonlinearly with hillslope gradients (e.g., Montgomery
and Brandon, 2002), particularly in landscapes subject to active tectonics or baselevel lowering (Riebe et al., 2000). Thus, steep mountain landscapes contribute to
global erosion rates disproportionately to their relatively small fraction of Earth’s surface (Fig. 1). Mountain landscapes may also contribute disproportionately to global
weathering fluxes, particularly where weathering rates are limited by mineral supply
rather than mineral dissolution kinetics (Riebe et al., 2001; West et al., 2005). However, rapid erosion of steep terrain also creates thin soils with short mineral residence
times, limiting the amount of weathering that may occur on mountain slopes themselves (Anderson et al., 2002; Ferrier and Kirchner, 2008; Dixon et al., 2012). The
sediment supplied by rapidly eroding hillslopes to streams may therefore be relatively
susceptible to further weathering. If this minimally weathered sediment is deposited on
floodplains and weathers there, then the most important contribution of rapidly eroding
mountains to chemical weathering may not be in the mountains themselves, but rather
in the surrounding lowland floodplains (e.g., Lupker et al., 2012).
Recently, Willenbring et al. (2013) proposed that, although steep mountain regions
have denudation rates (physical erosion and chemical weathering rates, summed to-
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gether) that greatly exceed those in gentler terrain on a per-area basis, steep landscapes are such a small fraction of the globe (Fig. 1) that they do not dominate global
production of either solutes or sediments. Here, we revisit Willenbring et al. (2013) analysis and several of their more provocative conclusions. Our reanalysis reveals several
methodological issues in Willenbring et al. (2013) analysis, and shows that correcting
these issues substantially alters their conclusions.
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Willenbring et al. (2013) calibrated an exponential rate equation to a compilation of cosmogenic 10 Be measurements of whole-catchment denudation rates from 990 drainage
basins around the world. For each of these drainage basins, they estimated mean topographic slope from the 3-arc-second (approximately 90 m) SRTM digital elevation
model (DEM). They used ordinary least squares regression to fit the cosmogenic de−1
nudation rates D (mm kyr ) to an exponential function of the SRTM topographic slopes
−1
in m km (D = 11.9 exp(0.0065 · slope)). They then extrapolated this relationship to the
globe using the 30-arc-second (approximately 1 km) GTOPO30 DEM. Applying the
exponential rate equation to slopes at individual points, although it was derived from
average slopes for whole basins, would have created an upward bias in the denudation rate estimates. Therefore Willenbring et al. (2013) first averaged the GTOPO30
2
slopes in 25 km windows to mimic the averaging of slopes from the calibration basins
(which had a median drainage area of 27 km2 ). Willenbring et al. (2013) then applied
the exponential D vs. slope relationship to the smoothed global slope grid, and used
the resulting map of denudation rates to estimate global mass fluxes to the oceans.
Three surprising conclusions resulted from Willenbring et al. (2013) analysis. First,
denudation rates were found to be uncorrelated with hillslope gradients below slopes
of 200 m km−1 . Second, the total continental denudation flux was found to be only
5.5 Gt yr−1 (of which 4.4 Gt yr−1 was calculated to reach the oceans, with the rest being
trapped in endorheic basins), whereas most previous estimates have ranged between
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roughly 8 and 25 Gt yr (Willenbring et al. (2013), Table DR2). Third, steep mountainous terrain was found to make a surprisingly small contribution to the global denudation
flux. Landscapes with average slopes of less than 20 m km−1 were found to account for
67 % of the continental land surface and 54 % of the denudation flux, whereas land−1
scapes with slopes greater than 200 m km were found to account for only 1 % of the
land surface and only 6 % of the denudation flux.
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Because the 90 m SRTM DEM that Willenbring et al’s. (2013) used to calibrate their
denudation rate equation does not cover the entire globe, they used the coarserresolution 1 km GTOPO30 DEM to calculate global denudation rates. This mismatch in
topographic resolution makes their results vulnerable to the well-known dependence of
DEM slopes on DEM grid scale (e.g., Zhang and Montgomery, 1994). This slope bias
arises because elevation measurements that are more widely spaced are more likely
to straddle valleys and ridges, and thus are more likely to underestimate the average
slope of the surface (Kirchner and Ferrier, 2013). This bias increases with increasing slope, but also depends on the variability of the topographic surface over different
length scales (e.g., Zhang et al., 1999), making it difficult to estimate a priori. We can
obtain a first estimate of the slope bias by comparing the average slopes obtained from
90 m and 1 km DEMs for Willenbring et al’s. (2013) 990 calibration drainage basins.
On average, the slopes obtained from the 1 km DEMs are only 0.381 ± 0.006 (mean ±
standard error) times the slopes obtained from the 90 m DEMs for the same drainage
basins. This has two immediate implications. The first implication is that Willenbring
et al.’s (2013) analysis has systematically underestimated global topographic slopes,
and thus global denudation rates (Kirchner and Ferrier, 2013). The second implication
is that Willenbring et al.’s (2013) analysis has systematically underestimated the importance of steep terrain relative to gentler terrain, because 1 km slopes are much less
variable from place to place than 90 m slopes are.
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A plot of denudation rate vs. mean (250 m) topographic slope for Willenbring
et al.’s (2013) calibration basins shows a clear exponential trend (Fig. 2). For a given
topographic slope, however, denudation rates of individual basins typically vary over
2–3 orders of magnitude. An equation that is fitted to these individual log-transformed
data points (as Willenbring et al. 2013) will be biased, because it will approximate the
mean of the logarithm of the denudation rate, which is systematically lower than the
logarithm of the mean of the denudation rate.
A simple statistical method for estimating this log-transformation bias is available
(Ferguson, 1986), and when applied to Willenbring et al.’s (2013) original data it suggests that their calibrated equation has underestimated denudation rates by an average of roughly 0.8 natural log units, or roughly a factor of two. We can almost completely eliminate the log transformation bias – and simultaneously visualize the central
trend in the data – if, instead of fitting the denudation rate equation to the individual
points in Fig. 2, we fit it to the log of the average denudation rates for a series of
bins (the yellow circles in Fig. 2). In Fig. 2 these bins each contain equal numbers
of points, in rank order of increasing slope. Equalizing the number of points yields
7
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The topographic resolution bias in Willenbring et al.’s (2013) analysis can be eliminated if the denudation rate equation is calibrated at the same topographic resolution
as the global database that it is extrapolated to; topographic slopes will still be underestimated (by an amount that depends on the grid scale), but they will be underestimated
consistently between the calibration and extrapolation data sets. The 90 m SRTM
data set cannot be used because its coverage is not global, and although the 1 km
GTOPO30 DEM has global coverage and could be used, it may yield unreliable slope
estimates for many calibration basins that have drainage areas of only a few square
kilometers. Therefore, our approach here is to use the global 250 m GMTED2010 topographic data set, both to calibrate a new denudation rate equation (Fig. 2) and to
extrapolate this equation to the globe (Fig. 1).
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The variability of basin-averaged slopes in our calibration data set is obviously much
smaller than the variability of slopes at individual points in those basins. Therefore,
extrapolating our calibration equation to the global GMTED DEM requires a smoothing routine that mimics the averaging of slopes in our calibration basins. Willenbring
et al. (2013) computed a smoothed global slope grid by applying a circular moving window with an area equal to the median area of all sampled basins; we refer to this as
“median” smoothing.
Here, we compute a new smoothed global slope grid as the weighted average of
31 slope grids, each calculated by applying a circular moving window with an area
between 2 and 225 pixels to the raw GMTED DEM. We weight each of the 31 slope
grids according to the proportion of basins in the cosmogenic nuclide compilation that
have the same drainage area as the smoothing window used to generate that grid.
Compared to the “median” smoothing that Willenbring et al. (2013) used, this “multiscale” smoothing better mimics the smoothing that is inherent in the calibration data
set. We compare the median and multiscale smoothing methods to test their impact on
the modeled denudation fluxes.
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roughly comparable uncertainties in each of the binned averages, and therefore is
preferable to taking averages over equal ranges of slope (which would have widely
varying numbers of points and thus widely differing uncertainties in the averages, making the regression less robust). To obtain a maximum-likelihood estimate for the calibration equation, we weight the log-linear regression by the inverse of the squared
(logarithmic) uncertainty in the binned means. The resulting denudation rate equation
is D = 28.07*exp(0.00744*slope), where slope is measured at 250 m DEM resolution.
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The methodological improvements outlined above substantially alter the three surprising results reported by Willenbring et al. (2013). First, whereas Willenbring
et al. (2013) concluded that denudation rates were essentially constant for slopes
−1
less than 200 m km , Fig. 2 shows that denudation rates exhibit an exponential dependence on average hillslope gradients across the entire range of sampled gradients, even those < 200 m km−1 . In Willenbring et al.’s (2013) Fig. 2A and B, the visual impression of slope-independent denudation rates arises from individual basins
with near-zero denudation rates and thus very low logarithmic values at slopes near
−1
200 m km . Second, our updated calculations result in estimated global denudation
fluxes of ∼ 23 Gt yr−1 , which is broadly consistent with previous estimates (Milliman
and Syvitski, 1992; see also Table DR1 in Willenbring et al., 2013), but is roughly five
times the value reported by Willenbring et al. (2013).
Finally, in our updated calculations, steep terrain accounts for a much larger proportion of the global denudation flux (Fig. 3). Our updated calculations indicate that the
steepest 50 %, 20 %, and 10 % of the continental land mass account for 77 %, 59 %,
and 48 % of the denudation flux, respectively, whereas in Willenbring et al.’s (2013)
original results the corresponding proportions were 60 %, 33 %, and 22 %, respectively
(Fig. 4). The different smoothing algorithms have a negligible effect on these fluxes
(Fig. 4).
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The currently available compilations of cosmogenically-inferred denudation rates
(Portenga and Bierman, 2011; Willenbring et al., 2013) arguably represent the best
available current data on long-term denudation rates, but they are far from comprehensive. Methodological constraints restrict cosmogenic 10 Be denudation rate measurements to quartz-bearing lithologies, which may be less susceptible to mass losses via
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chemical weathering than more mafic lithologies, and also to locations where denuda10
tion rates are not so fast that Be concentrations become unmeasurably low. Although
each of the available cosmogenic compilations contains roughly 1000 measurements,
their geographical distribution is neither uniform nor random; instead, they are strongly
clustered into a relatively small number of field study localities, representing the particular interests of individual investigators.
In particular, low-gradient landscapes are dramatically under-represented in these
global compilations. In Willenbring et al.’s (2013) source data, for example, only 1 %
10
of the available Be measurements come from drainage basins with average slopes
−1
shallower than 22 m km (at 250 m DEM resolution), despite the fact that such landscapes comprise fully half of the continental land surface of the Earth. The source data
also present a biased view of low-gradient terrain, because cosmogenic nuclides can
measure mass loss rates but not mass accumulation rates, whereas many low-gradient
areas are flat precisely because they are depositional. Applying the calibrated relationship between denudation rate and slope to depositional regions will necessarily lead to
overpredictions of the mass fluxes from these regions (Kirchner and Ferrier, 2013).
The relative lack of scientific attention to erosional processes in low-gradient terrain
is problematic. Although low-gradient landscapes do not dominate the global weathering budget, they do comprise most of the continental land mass, and they are where
most of us live. Moreover, they are where human activities have the greatest impact on
erosion and weathering, partly because we are so active there, partly because these
areas are so extensive, and partly because the “background” rates are probably relatively lower in flatter terrain. These low-gradient regions are also particularly important
because they are where most of our agriculture is done, and hence where soil erosion has the biggest consequences for the long-term sustainability of food production
(Montgomery, 2007). Thus there is a clear need for better understanding of erosional
processes in low-gradient landscapes.
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Our reassessment of the relationship between topographic gradient and denudation
rate has generated several results that differ from those in Willenbring et al. (2013).
Most importantly, this new analysis suggests that (1) in regions with gradients <
−1
200 m km , denudation rates increase exponentially with gradient, rather than stay
constant; (2) global denudation fluxes total ∼ 23 Gt yr−1 , not 4.4 Gt yr−1 ; and (3) most of
the continental denudation flux comes from steep terrain, not low gradient terrain. This
new analysis suggests, for instance, that nearly 50 % of the world’s total denudation
flux comes from the steepest 10 % of the continental terrain.
Although denudation fluxes in low-gradient landscapes are not the single dominant
fraction of the global total, they are nonetheless important as objects of study. Lowgradient regions cover most of the planet’s continental surface area, and they are
where most people live and where the Earth’s surface is most intensively sculpted
by human activity. Because low-gradient landscapes tend to have low background sediment fluxes, they are also where humans have the most leverage to amplify sediment
fluxes above background rates. However, scientific progress in this area is hampered
by the scarcity of long-term denudation rate measurements in low-gradient regions. As
a result, our current understanding of the controls on mass fluxes in these regions is
poor. This makes it difficult to quantify how much low-gradient regions have contributed
to global sediment fluxes in the past, and how people are likely to affect sediment
fluxes and silicate weathering rates in the future. We suggest that low-gradient regions
are particularly fertile ground for denudation and weathering studies.
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Fig. 1. Map of the world’s slopes from GMTED (∼ 250 m grid), smoothed using windows with
a distribution of sizes that mirrors the distribution of catchment areas in the cosmogenic nuclidederived denudation rate compilation of Willenbring et al. (2013). The scale bar in the legend
reports the cumulative distributions of land area and denudational mass flux in our reanalysis
of Willenbring et al.’s data using the “multiscale” smoothing routine (see text).
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Fig. 2. Relationship between average basin slope and denudation rate for individual sample
points (gray dots), 20 binned averages (yellow circles) and 20 binned averages of the log of
the denudation rate (open circles). Basin slopes are estimated from the 250 m GMTED2010
topographic database, and thus are somewhat shallower than those reported in Willenbring
et al. (2013), who used the 90 m SRTM data set. The binned averages represent equal numbers of sample points, rank-ordered by basin slope (shallowest 5 %, next 5 %, and so forth).
The open circles exhibit log transformation bias (the mean of the logarithm of the erosion rate
underestimates the logarithm of the mean erosion rate), which the binned averages (yellow
circles) effectively eliminate. The yellow circles show a clear exponential relationship with basin
slope.
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Fig. 3. Cumulative frequency distributions of land area and denudational mass flux as a function of topographic slope. (A) Results from our reanalysis, using topographic slopes measured
at 250 m scale in both the calibration dataset and the global slope analysis, along with a “multiscale” spatial averaging technique (see text). (B) A comparable diagram for the original Willenbring et al. (2013) analysis, which used slopes measured from 90 m SRTM data for the calibration dataset but 1 km GTOPO30 topographic data for the global slope analysis, with a fixed
spatial averaging scale of 25 km2 . The small shaded gray area in (A) shows where the mass
flux curve must be extrapolated beyond the range of the cosmogenic nuclide measurements
reported in Willenbring et al. (2013). Similarly, the yellow circle in (A) shows the proportion of
the total sediment flux that is contributed by areas eroding at a predicted rate that exceeds the
maximum of the cosmogenic nuclide compilation.
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Fig. 4. Fraction of land area responsible for the Earth’s continental mass flux. The previous
analysis (Willenbring et al., 2013) is shown in red, and our reanalyses are shown in blue. The
terms “median” and “multi-scale” refer to the different methods for spatial averaging of the global
slope data, to mirror the averaging that is inherent in the catchment-based calibration data set
(see text).
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